
"I get to play with my kid. No words on how that feels." 
      ~ Jason Miller, Adaptive Athlete & Father

PROUD PARTNER

tacwi.org

For Community.For Friends. For Family.

Our Goal: 
To transform greater Milwaukee into the most universally inclusive recreation community in
the country.

What is TAC: Open Gym?
TAC: Open Gym provides an unmatched opportunity of inclusion for people of all ages and
abilities to play TOGETHER - in a "different pair of shoes."  This unique program provides a safe,
non-competitive space where our goal is to make sure everyBODY feels welcomed, wanted, &
comfortable. 



tacwi.org

Play in our  with everyBODY!

"When my daughter got to Open Gym
she immediately felt at home. There was
encouragement, positivity, and a way to

having the feeling of normal." 

- Stephanie S,
Mother of an Open Gym participant 

Our adaptive Open Gym is reinventing the way people
play. Disability or not, TAC: Open Gym invites you and
everybody you know to come play in a “Different Pair of
Shoes.” As we like to say; “Not disABLED sports,
wheelchair sports.” Join us for hours of fun-filled activities
& games, from wheelchair basketball to sitting volleyball,
goal ball to tennis, we adapt all kinds of sports and games. 

HOW?

WHY?

higher obesity rate in
children with disabilities. 57%

for adults with disabilities

38% 54%

of people with disabilities
engage in no leisure-time

physical activity

15%

of people with disabilities report
feelings of being isolated. 
3x their able-bodied peers 

tacwi.org
Questions?
programs@tacwi.org

Wheelchair and adaptive sports can be scary — especially if it’s your first time. The Ability Center
decided to remove the fear and offer our community an opportunity to play TOGETHER in an

inclusive, non-competitive, friendly environment where your friends, family, peers and/or colleagues
can PLAY TOGETHER in a “Different Pair of Shoes.”  


